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Abstract 
Suppose that P and Q are probabilities on a separable Banach space ~:. It is known that if (P, Q) satisfies certain 
regularity conditions and a random variable X has law P, then there exists a function f : ~: ~ IF, such that the function 
f (X )  has the law Q and the random pair (X,f(X)) is an optimal coupling for the Monge--Kantorovitch problem. In this 
paper we provide an approximation of the function f when the law Q is discrete. Then we extend this main result to 
any law Q. The proofs are based on a relationship between optimal couplings and nonlinear equations. ¢~) 1998 Elsevier 
Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
AMS classification: primary 60E05; 60B12 
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1. Introduction 
Let (E, II-I1) be a separable Banach space, :~ its Borel a-algebra, P and Q probability measures 
defined on ~. All random variables (r.v.) considered in this paper are defined on the Lebesgue space 
([0, 1],~1,2) and they are rF-valued. Given the probabilities P and Q, we define the functional 
dp(P,Q)=inf (fE×~ Ilu-vllP d#,#E Jg(P,Q)), p E [1,+(x~[, 
where J I(P, Q) is the set of all probability measures on ~ ® ~ with marginals P and Q. We say 
that (X, Y) is a p-optimal coupling between P and Q (p-o.c.) if the marginal distributions of (X, Y) 
are P and Q, respectively, and 
dp(P,Q) = : II X - Y II p dA. 
a[0 ,1] 
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The Monge-Kantorovitch transportation problem is to determine the value dp(P, Q) of p-optimal 
transportation and construct a pair (X,Y) of random variables so that E(II S -  Y II p) = dp(P,Q). 
If fE II u [[Pd(P + Q) < o~, then the p-o.c, always exists. However, explicit representations of the 
p-o.c, are only known when ~: = •; [4, 15]. If n: = ~m on ly  some partial answers are known 
[6, 7, 9]. 
For the case when N: is a Hilbert space and p equals 2, Rachev and Rueschendorf gave in [13] a 
characterization for a given pair to be an 2-o.c. This condition allows them to find a 2-o.c. in some 
situations. Knott and Smith [11, 12] show that if ~b is a regular invertible function, then (X, q~(X)) is 
an o.c. between P and P~b -1. This includes the case when P and Q are normal. Cuesta and Matran 
proved in [5] that if P satisfies a continuity property, then the 2-optimal coupling between P and 
Q has the form (X , f (X) )  where f is a suitable chosen function. In the case of a Banach space, 
Heinich and the author gave [2, 3] a characterization f the p-optimal coupling via the notion of 
a p-cyclically monotone function. (For more details we refer the reader to the survey [8] and its 
bibliography. ) 
In this paper we intend to determine the p-optimal coupling when P satisfies a continuity condition. 
More precisely, in Section 2 we assume that P satisfies a certain continuity condition and Q has a 
finite support with cardinal n. Under these assumptions we construct a function 9 : ~n-1  .....+ ~n- I  and 
a vector fl E R n-I such that a solution of the equation 9(') = fl exists. This unique solution allows 
us to carry out an explicit construction of the p-optimal coupling and then to compute dp(P, Q). 
However, it is not easy to solve the equation 9(') = fl in general. A procedure is given in Section 3 to 
obtain approximate expressions for the p-optimal coupling from approximate solutions for 9(') = ft. 
The work includes bounds for the error in the approximation of f and in that of dp(P, Q). In Section 4 
we show how the solution in the case when the support of Q is finite can be used to approximate 
the p-o.c, in the case of a general distribution, Q*, and give a numerical example. 
Before passing to the formulation of our results we need the following definitions. A function 
f : ~: ~ n: is called p-cyclically monotone (p-c.m.) if 
Ilui- f(u,)ll I lu, -  f(ui_, )ll p, 
i:1 i:1 
for any sequences (ul,... ,u, = u0) E n :n, and it is called p-cyclically monotone P a.s. (p-c.m. P)  if 
there is a set with P-probability in which f is p-c.m. The function f is said to be p-associated to 
the couple (P,Q) if for all r.v. X with law P, f (X )  has the law Q and (X , f (X) )  is a p-optimal 
coupling. To simplify the notation we write p(u,a,b) =11 u-b  I[p - I[ u-a  liP for all (u,a,b) E E. 
A probability P is said to be p-nonatomic probability if 
P{u E F_ /p(u, a, b) = c} = O. 
where (a,b) E N:, c E • and p E [1 ,+~[ .  It is evident hat a p-nonatomic probability is nonatomic. 
2. Relation between a p-o. c. and a nonlinear equation 
Theorem 2.1. Let P be a p-nonatomic probability and Q a discrete probability given by Q = 
~inl O~i(~ai. Then there exists a sequence of closed sets (Fi) such that P(Fi) = ~i for all i and 
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Fig. 1. Representation of the function f p-associated to (P, Q~,). 
where the function f = ~i":-i ailFi is p-c.m. P. Further the function f is the unique (almost-surely) 
function p-associated to (P, Q). 
Remark. From the preceding Theorem, it appears clearly that explicit expressions of the p-optimal 
coupling will be equivalent to explicit expressions of the function f p-associated to (P, Q). In this 
study We will focus our attention on obtaining explicit expressions of the function f .  
Using the same notations as in the preceding Theorem, we define the constants 
Di, j = ess.infp{p(u, a~, aj)/u C F,.}. 
By the cyclical monotonicity of the function f we have, for all permutations o" of { 1,..., k}, that 
S := ~=l  p(ui, a~u), a~(i-l)) >i 0 for p®k almost all sequences (u 1,..., uk), where u~ E F~(i), k <~ n and 
a(0) = cr(k). Thus, vi, j E R and 
k 
S>- y~ v~{i),~{i-l)>10. (1) 
i=l 
Hence vi,j + vj, i>>,O if i ~ j. Taking into account hat p(u, ai, aj) = -p (u ,  aj, ai) and since P 
is p-nonatomic, we deduce that P({u E E/p(u, ai, ag)>~v~,j} (-1{u E E/p(u, ag, a~)>>-vj,~}) = 0. Now 
using the inclusion Fi c([']~.=~ j ;{u E ~-/p(u, ai, aj)>~vid}), we obtain that the sets n~=l j~i{ u E El 
p(u, ai, aj)>~vij} for i = 1,...,n is a partition of E. Fi is also a partition of E P-almost surely. 
Therefore, 
Fi = (21 {u E ~-/p(u, ai, aj)>~vid} P-a.s. (2) 
j=l  j4i 
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Definition 2.2. Let x = (xl .... ,x , - l )  be an element of •,- l ,  (i,j) an element of {1,.. . ,n} 2. We 
define the sets: Eij(x) = {u C ~_/p(u, ai, a;)>>,Xj_l -X~_l}, F~(x) = Aj=lj#~Ei,;(x ) with x0 = 0. We 
also define the function h : ~ , - i  ~ ~,  by h -- (h l , . . . ,h, )  where h~(x) --- P(F~(x)). 
Remark. From (2) it follows that the determination of the function f p-associated to (P,Q) is 
equivalent o the determination of the set of constants (v~,j) which we denote by D. In the next 
theorem using the set D we will define an element w, the unique solution of the equation h(.) --- ~, 
and show how to construct a function f '  P-a.s. equal to f via the element w. 
We now state the main result of this section. 
Theorem 2.3. Let Q be a discrete probability Q = ~'~in~l O~i~ai , P a p-nonatomic probability which 
has a connected support C. Then the nonlinear equation h(.) = ~ has a unique solution w = 
(Wl,... ,w,_t), and the function f '=  ~i~1 ailFi(w) is p-associated to (P, Q). 
Definition 2.4. Let ( i , j)  be an element of {1 .. . .  ,n} 2, a sequence c°(i),cl( i) ,c2(i),  . . . ,ck( i )  in 
{ 1 . . . . .  n} satisfying 
c°(i) = i, ck(i) = j  and vc-(i),cm+,(i) = --Vem+i(i),cm(i), m C {0 .... , k -  1}, 
is called a chain between i and j .  
For (i,j) E {1 .... ,n} 2, we say that i is in relation with j ,  i~j ,  if there exists a chain between i 
and j .  
Lemma 2.5. The relation ~ has a unique class of equivalence. 
Proof. It suffices to prove that for a set I c{1 , . . . ,n} ,  there exist indices ij E I, j l  E I c ( the 
complement of I )  such that 
Vi l , j  I =- -V j l , i  I . 
Let X be a r.v. with the law P, and using the previous notations we have 
X([O, 1 ] )cCcUF i  and C= C O U Fi U cA  U Fi . 
i=1  \{ i / iE I}  f {i/iGl e } 
Since the support of P is connected and the sets (F~) for all i are closed, we deduce the existence 
of an indices il,jl and an element u such that 
il E I, jl E I c and u E Fi~ NF j , .  
Thus, 
U E Ei,,jl ["]E;,,i, and vi,,;, = -vj,,i,. 
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Proof of Theorem 2.3. By Lemma 2.5, for i E {2, . . . ,n} there exists a chain ch(1,i) = c°(1),cl(1), 
cZ(1),... ,ck(1) = i between 1 and i. Let us verify that the element w defined by w = (wl, . . .  ,w, - l ) ,  
where 
k- I  
Wi- I  = ZDcm( l ) ' cm+l (1) '  
m=0 
is a solution of  the equation h(.) = ~. Since the probability P is p-nonatomic, we have P(Fi(w) N 
F~(w)) = 0 if i # j .  So with the same notations as Theorem 2.1, it suffices to show that F~ C Fi(w) i = 
1,. . . ,  n. This inclusion is a consequence of the inequality (1) and the definition of  the sets Fi. 
Now, let us show that w is the unique solution of  the equation h(.) = 0~. We assume that w' = 
(W'l,...,w',_ 1) is another solution of the equation h(.) = ~. The fact that w' is a solution implies 
that the function f "  = E in=l  ailF,(w,) is p-c.m. P and has the law Q relatively to the law P. By [1, 
7], the function f "  is p-associated to (P, Q), thus Fi(w) = Fi(w') P a.s. for i = 1,. . . ,  n. Using 
Lemma 2.5 we conclude that w = w'. 
Theorem 2.6. The function h is continuous and satisfies ~i~=1 hi(x) = 1. Further the function g = 
(hE, . . . ,h,)  is monotone, i.e. (g(x) -g (y ) ,x  - y)>i0 for all (x, y) E R "-1. 
Proof.  From the hypothesis that P is p-nonatomic, we deduce the continuity of  the function h. Note 
that, if i ¢ j ,  we have P(Fi(x) N Fj(x)) ---- 0. So to prove that ~i~=l hi(x) -- 1, it suffices to show 
that [..Ji=t(Fi(x)) = ~:. To this end we are going to show by induction that 
k k 
~.J ~'] E i j (x )= ~-, k = 2,. . . ,n. 
i=1 j=l , j~i  
For k=2,  it is clear that EI,z(x)UE2,1(x)=~-. Assume by induction that uik=l k (]j=Lj¢iEij(x) = [E, and 
let u E N:, then there exists an index i0 such that u E fq~=l,j¢i0 Eio,fix) • Now two cases may occur: 
I1~+1 nk+l Eij(x), therefore u E H:. (i) u c Eio,k+l(X), so u C wi=! I Ij=l,j~i 
(ii) u q~ Eio, k+t(x), so p(u, ak+l,aio)>~Xio-1 --xk. From u C ["1~=1Eio,j(x), we obtain that p(u, aio,aj)>~ 
xj-1 - xi0-1. Hence it follows that u E Aj<k+~Ek+l,j. Thus, the function h satisfies ~i"--~ hi(x) = 1. 
To prove the monotonicity of  the function g we need two auxiliary Lemmas. 
Lemma 2.7. Let (x ,y)  E ~,-1,  and suppose that x<~ y i.e. (if we denote by x = (Xl, . . . ,X,_l) ,y = 
(yl . . . . .  Yn- l ), X <% y means xi <~ Yi for all i), then the function g has the following properties: 
n--I n--I 
(i) ~-'~gi(x)<~ g i (Y ) .  
i=1 i=1 
(ii) I f  xj = yj, then 9j(y)<<.gj(x). 
- -  = max (iii) I f  yj xj l<.i<.,_l(yi- xi), then 9fix)<~Oj(y). 
Proof. The first inequality is a consequence of  the fact that E;"_-1 hi(x) = F,i"=l hi(y). Concerning 
the second inequality, since x ~< y and xj = yj, it is easy to see that F j (y )c  Ffix). Thus we obtain 
that 9j(y)<<.gj(x) . Analogously to (ii) we get (iii). 
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Lemma 2.8. The application g is monotone i f  and only i f  fo r  all x<<. y we have (g(x)  - g (y ) ,x  - 
y)>.O. 
Proof. It is clear that if the function g is monotone we have, for all x<~y, (g (x ) -  g (y ) ,x -  y)>10. 
Conversely, let (x, y) E ~n-~, and z = inf(x, y), we have 
(g(x)  - g (y ) ,x  - y) = (g(x) - g (y ) ,x  - z) + (g(x) - g (y ) , z  - y)  
= ~ (g i (x ) -g~(y) ) (x i - z i )+  Z (g~(x) -g i (y ) ) ( z~-y i )= I+I I .  
{i /yi<~xi} {i /xi<~Yi} 
We estimate I and II separately. By Lemma 2.7, for the couple (z, y), we have gi(Y)~<gi(z) for the 
index i such that Yi <<.xi. Hence, 
n--I 
~_, (gi(x) - g i (y)) (x i  - zi) >1 Y~(g i (x )  - gi(z))(xi  - zi) 
{i/yi <.xi} i=1 
>>. (g(x) - g (z ) ,x  - z). (3) 
Using the same argument for the couple (z ,x)  we have gi(x)<~gi(z ) i f  xi<~Yi. Thus, we obtain 
~_, (gi(x)  - 9i(Y))(xi  - zi)>~ (g(Y)  - g(z),  y - z) (4) 
{ i/xi <~ yi } 
Combining (3) and (4) we can write (g (x ) -g (y ) ,x -Y )>~ (g(x ) -g (z ) ,x -z )+ (g (z ) -g (y ) , z -y )>~0.  
and the lemma is proved. 
Now, let us prove the monotonicity of the function g. By the preceding lemma it suffices to show 
that for z<<.x (g (x ) -  g (z ) ,x -z  I >~0. Let us take the sequence (x~-zi)i"=-l t. Two cases may occur: 
Case 1: x i - z i  = 6, i = 1 , . . . ,n -1 .  In this case by using Lemma 2.7 we have for all i -- 1,... ,n - l ,  
(gi(x) - gi(z))(xi  - zi)>>-O, hence, we obtain 
(g (x )  - g (z ) ,x  - z)  >.o. 
Case 2: x i -  zi is not a constant. Without loss of generality, we can assume that the sequence 
(x / -  z,-)g"__-i I is increasing. Let j be the index which satisfies Xj_l - z j - i  < x / - z /= xn_~ -z , -1 .  We 
define the element = ( f i , . . . , tn )  by 
= [x i i f  i~<j -1 ,  
t/ [ z~ + xj_ ~ - z/_ ~ otherwise. 
Note that z<~t<~x and the index j - 1 satisfy t/_~ -z : _ ,  = t, - z , .  Thus, to prove the monotonieity 
of the function g, it is enough to show that 
(g(t)  - g (z ) , t  - z) <~ (g(x) - g (z ) ,x  - z). 
Repeating this procedure, we will have after a finite number of steps an element r = (rl .... , r,) which 
satisfies ( r ; -  Z/)in-~ 1 =const and in this situation we apply the first case to obtain the monotonicity 
property. 
(g(x) - g (z ) ,x  - z) = (g(x)  - g ( t ) ,x  - z) + (g(t)  - g (z ) ,x  - z) = I + II 
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(a) First, we consider I. 
(g (x )  -- g ( t ) ,x  -- z)  = 
Using Lemma 2.7(ii), we have 
j--1 n--I 
Z(g i (X)  -- gi(t))(Xi -- Zi) a t- E (g i (X )  -- gi(t))(xi -- z i)  
i=1 i=j 
j -1  n - I  
>1 E(g , (x )  - g , ( t ) ) (x j  - z j )  + E(O i (x  ) - g~(t))(xj  - z j )  
i=l i=j 
n-I 
>I (xj  -- z j )  Z (g i (x )  -- g i ( t ) )  
i= l  
n--1 n--1 ) 
>~ (X j - -Z J )  (i~=l g i (x ) - -  E 
From the last inequality and Lemma 2.7 we have 
0< (g (x )  - g(t),x - z). 
(b) Next, consider II. We have 
j--1 n--1 
(g(t )  -- g(Z) ,X  - -  Z) = E(g i ( t  ) -- g i (z)) ( t i  -- Zi) "+" Z(g i ( t )  -- gi(z))(X, -- Zi). 
i=1 i=j 
By Lemma 2.7 we obtain 
n--1 n--I 
Z(~] i ( t )  -- Oi(Z))(ti -- Z i )~  Z(gi(t) -- gi(z))(x, - zi). 
i=j i=j 
It follows that 
(g ( t )  -- g (z ) ,x  -- z)>~ (g( t )  -- g (z ) ,  t -- z) .  
Combining (5) and (6) we conclude that 
(g(x) - g(z),x - z)>. (g ( t )  - g(z), t - z), 
which proves our result. 
(5) 
(6) 
Remark. Note that the solution w of the equation h(.) = a is also a solution of the equation g(.) = fl 
where fl = (~2,... ,g,). Since the function g is monotone, it is easier to solve the second equation 
than the first one. For this reason we will solve the equation g(.) = fl in the next section. 
3. Solution of the equation g(.) = fl 
Definition 3.1. A probability P is said to be p-Lipschitz, if for all (ai, a j )  E E 2 the real function 
defined by k( r )  = P{u  E E /p (u ,  ai, a j )>~r}  is a Lipschitz function (i.e. I k( r )  - k ( r ' )  I I r - r '  [ 
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Theorem 3.2. Let P be a p-Lipschitz probability which has a connected support and Q a discrete 
probability. Then the equation g( . )+e( . )  =/~, where ]~ = (c~2,...,~), e > 0 has a unique solution 
w e, and the sequence (w e) converges to w as ~ goes to zero. Moreover, the sequence w e'm÷l = 
w ~'m -- pe(g(w ~'m) + gw e''rn -- fl), where w e'° is arbitrary, converges to w e as m ~ ~ for a particular 
choice of  Pc. 
ProoL  Since P is p-Lipschitz we deduce that the function g is Lipschitz. Let us define the function 
Ge by 
G~(x) = g(x) + ~.x ~ > 0 
The function G satisfies the conditions of proposition [III.5] [16], therefore it follows that w': exists 
and is unique. Let us show that the sequence (w e) converges to w. First we prove that the sequence 
(w e) is bounded. To this end we compare (w e) to w. We denote by 
sup Iw; - w, I = Iw~ - wjl, j E {1,. . . ,n - 1}. 
l <~i<~n--I 
Case 1:0 < w~-  wj. Taking into account hat 
gj(w) -= P {u E ~_/ p(u, aj+l, al ) >1 - wj, p(u, a~+l, a2) ~ wl - wj 
p(u, aj+l,ai+z)~ wi+l - wj . . . . .  p(u, aj+l,a,) ~ w,_i - wj} 
and 
9j(w ~) = P (u E ~-/ p(u, aj+,,al ) >~ - w), p(u, aj+,,az) >~ w~ - w~ 
p(u, aj+~,ai+2)>~w~+, - w~,... ,  p(u, aj+,,a,)>>-w~_, - w~} 
and using the fact that 
--Wj ~ -- Wj, W; -- Wj ~Wi - -  Wj, 
we deduce 
gAw) <<.gAw% 
Since 
gAw = gAw) - 
it follows that 
w~<0, wj~<0 and [I w~-w [[~<[J w I[~- 
Case 2: w~-wj  < 0. Analogously to the first case we show that g~(w~:)<<.gj(w), and since 
gfiw e) = gf iw) -  e(w~), we obtain that w~>0. Thus we deduce that the sequence w e is bounded. 
We can extract from it a subsequence which converges to w'. By Theorem 2.3 and using the fact 
that (w e) is bounded we can easly show that w' = w. The last part of the theorem is similar to the 
proof of proposition [III.5] [16], thus the theorem is proved. 
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Remark. The convergence of (w ~) and (we'm)m to W and w ~, respectively, is not gu.aranteed in
finite steps. We are going to derive from w ~,m and w ~ a function (f~,m) and a function (f~) which 
approximate the function f p-associated to (P, Q). 
Proposition 3.3. With the same notations as in the Theorem 3.2 and the use of  w ~ i.e. the solution 
of  the equation G~(.) = fl we can derive the function f f  p-associated to (P,Q~) where Q~ = n--1 (1 - Z-.,i=lx-'"-l %~i+1 -- eW~ ) )6~ + ~i=1 (~i+l -- eW~)6a,+~. Moreover, the sequence ( i f )  converges a.s. and 
in L 1 to f and satisfies 
(Z u- PdP -(Zllu f'(u) ll )l/p II f(u) II )l/p -- PaP ~M8 
where M is a constant which depends on Q only. 
Proof. Since w ~ is a solution of the equation G,(.) = fl, the function p-associated to (P, Q,) is given 
by f~ = ~i~l ai 1F,(~,>. 
By Theorem 3.2 the sequence (w ~) converges to w, thus for all i = 1,...,n, P(F,.(w ~) fqFi(w)) 
goes to zero as e ~ 0. Therefore ( i f )  converges P-a.s. to f .  The function f and f~ are bounded, 
so we have the convergence in L ~. 
Concerning the last inequality, taking into account hat dp(P, Q) is a distance in AVp(N:), and by 
using the triangle inequality we obtain the desired result. 
Lemma 3.4. Let P be a p-nonatomic probability, QI and Q2 two discrete probabilities which have 
the same support S = {al, . . .  ,a~}. I f  f ,  and g are the p-associated functions, respectively, to 
(P, Q1 ) and to (P, Q2), then there exists an index i such that 
P ( f - l{a i}  f"l O-l{ai}) > O. 
Proof. Suppose on the contrary, that P( f - l{a i}Ng- l{a i} )  = 0, for i = 1,...,n. Then there exists an 
index a(1) ¢ 1 such that the set B1 = g- l{a~( l )}nf - l{a l}  satisfies P(BI) > 0. Now, let us take the 
set f- l{a~o)}; similarly there exists an index a2(1) ¢ o'(1) and a set B~o) = g-l{a~20)}Nf-l{a~(l)} 
such P(B~o) > 0. Repeating this procedure we determine a sequence of index o-k(1) such that 
f-l{a,r~(1)} DBak(1), g-l{a,~+~O)}_~B~ko) and P(B,~(1)) > O. 
This sequence is taking its value in {1,... ,n}, so we can extract from it a subsequencewhichwe 
denote 
a° (1) : l ,a (1 ) , . . .ak (1) ,ak+l (1 )  : a°(1). 
Let (u~o(~),...,u,,o)) E B,o(~) x -.. x B~ko); using the P-p c.m. of g we obtain 
k+l 
II o(uo -, l))II II 
j=l 
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In other words, 
k 
II u~,(,) - a~J(l)[I p - II u~j(,) - a~j+,(,)liP ~0. (7) 
j=0 
Now let us take the (k + 1) term (U,k0),...,U~O(l)) , denoting by V~k(l) = U,k-Jtl) j = 0 , . . . , k ;  since 
the function f is P-p c.m. we have 
k+, 
I[ v,j(,) - f(v~,-,(,)) [1 p - II v~,(,, - f(v.J(l)) l iP>0. 
j= ,  
This can also be written as 
k 
II uo , , ) -  a~j(,)II p-  II u~,( , ) -  a~j+,(,)I[ p ~<0. (8) 
j=0 
Combining (7) and (8) we obtain, for all (u~oo~,...,u,,(l)) E B, oo) × ... × B~,o) 
k+, 
II v~,)  - f(vaJ-,(1)) II p - II VaJ(') - -  f(v.Jo)) II p -- o. (9) 
j= '  
Thus, Eq. (9) contradicts the fact that P is p-nonatomic and the lemma is proved. 
Lemma 3.5. Let P be a p-nonatomic probability. Q, and Q2 two discrete probabilities which have 
the same support." QI = ~ i  n, ~i6~,, Q2 = ~=,  fl~6~. I f  we denote by [Q, -Qz[ = ~i~,  la~- fl~[ then 
P ( f - l  {a~} ~']9-' {ai} )>>-inf(~,fli) - [Q, - Q21, 
where f and 9 are, respectively, the p-associated functions to (P, Q1 ), and to (P,Q2). 
Proof.  Let us define the sets li by 
I i= f - '{a i}Ug- t{a i  } i f  f - l{a i}Cg- '{a i}  or #-l{ai}C f - l{a i}  
Ii = f - i  {ai} N 9-' {ai} otherwise (10) 
and let K denote the set of  indices i which satisfy (10). I f /  E K, then P( f - '{a i}~9-~{a~})  = 
inf(cti, fl~). Suppose there exists an index j ~ K such that P( f - l{a j}  fq 9- '{a j} )  < inf(~j, flj) - 
_ n I [Q, Q2[. First, we show that P( f - l{a j} \ (U i= , ~) > 0 .  I f /~  K and i # j ,  then f- '{aj}('] I~ = O. 
I f  i E K, using the definition of  I~, we deduce that P( f - '{a j}A1, )<<. l~-  fl~l, hence 
Pf - '{a j}  I~ = P f - '{a j}  U I,. 
\ iCKLJj / 
> inf(ai, fl,) - ~ 1o¢,- - f l i ]  - inf(ai, fl;) + ~ [ai - fill > 0 (11) 
iEK i=l 
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From (11), it follows that P(C\([Ji~=lli) = R > 0, where C is the support of the probability P. 
Denoting by PR the P-conditional probability measure given R, we consider the function 3~ and gR 
which are, respectively, the restrictions of the functions f and g to the set R. By construction J~ 
and gR have the same support and satisfy for ai E support fR(PR), 
PR(fR 1 {a~} NgR ~ {a~}) = O. 
Taking into account that J~ and gR, are resp. p-associated to (PR, fR(PR)), and (Pe, gR(PR)), and 
with the result of the preceding Lemmas we deduce a contradiction. 
Remark. In the preceding proof we use the fact if P is p-nonatomic, the P-conditional probability 
measure given R is also p-nonatomic. The reader can easily verify this result. 
Now we summarize the two preceding lemmas in the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.6. Under the same conditions stated in Lemma 3.5, if f denotes the function p- 
= - -  E i= I  (~ i+1 - -  associated to (P,Q) and f" the function p-associated to (P,Q,) where Q, (1 ~-l 
. , r -~n- - l ro~ ew~))fia~ -e2-,i=1 t i+1 - ew~)fa,+,, then for small e we have 
n-l fE Vp P ({ f=f"})>~l  -(2n+l)e~-~lwTI and ([1 f - f "  I]PdP) 
i=1 
<~ Me, 
where M is a constant not depending on e. 
Proof. Since the sequence w" is bounded for a small value of e the probabilities Q and Q~ have the 
same support. Using Lemma 3.5 for i = 1,. . . ,n, one gets 
n-- I  n--1 
P({ f  = f~}) ~> ~--~(~i+t - eJw~l - [a - Qd) + ~l - e ~ Iw~l- IQ - a,I 
i= l  i=1 
n- - I  
~> 1 - (2n + 1)e~ Iw~l 
i=1 
The second inequality is a consequence of the first one and the fact that f and ( f")  are bounded. 
4. Passage to any law Q 
It is well known [12] that every probability Q can be approximated by a sequence of probabilities 
Qn such that dp(Q, Qn) tends to zero as n tends to ~.  Thus we can approximate, in first time 
dp(P,Q)-where P satisfies the conditions of Theorem 3.6- by using f~ II x-  fn(x)IlPd2 where 
(fn) is the function p-associated to (P,Q~)). Furthermore when n: is a Hibert space, p equals 2 
and the probability P is strongly nonatomic [5] i.e. there exists a complete orthonormal system {/I,} 
such that for each n and almost every-where w in V~ ± (the orthogonal subspace to V~) the regular 
conditional probability on V~ (the subspace generated by V~) given 09 is nonatomic, then there exists 
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a unique function f 2-associated to (P, Q) and [4] and [17] guarranteed us the convergence of f, 
to f .  
Example. Let us consider P the uniform law in [0, 1] × [0, 1] and Q the discrete law given by 
Q{al =(0,1)}=0.105 Q{a2 =(0.5,0.5)}=0.2, 
Q{a3 = (1,1)}= 0.125 Q{a4 =(1,0)}=0.125, 
Q{a5 =(0,0)}=0.125 Q{a6 = (1,4)}= 0.12, 
Q{a7 =(2,3)}=0.1  O{a8 = (1,2)}= 0.1. 
We are going to use Theorem 3.6 for giving an approximation f the function p-associated to (P, Q) 
and an evaluation of the "error". 
We fix e=0.0001, pc=0.00005 and s~'°=(0 .... ,0). We terminated the algorithm when 
11 se'm --se'm-1 11 ~<0.001. The results obtained are 
g(0.1826, -0.3348, -0.0292, 0.4391, -2.6049, -2.4226, -0.9546) = fl 
where fl = (0.2027, 0.1285, 0.1284, 0.1278, 0.1249, 0.1051,0.1038). Therefore we can derive the func- 
tion p-associated to the couple (P, Qe, m) where Q,,m is given by 
Q~,m{al =(0,1)}=0.0788, 
Qe, m{a3 =(1,1))=0.1285, 
Qe, m{a5 =(0,0)}=0.1278, 
Qe, m{a7=(2,3)}=O.1051, 
Qe, m{a2 = (0.5,0.5)}= 0.2027, 
Qe, m I a4 
Qe, m { a6 
Q~,m {a8 
= (1,0)}=0.1284, 
= (1,4)}= 0.1249, 
= (1,2)}= 0.1038. 
In effect the function p-associated to (P, Q) is defined fe, m= )-~=1 ailFi(w ~'m) ( The sets Ft.(w e'm) are  
defined in 2.2q). 
By Theorem 3.6, the function p-associated to (P, Q) satisfies 
P{f = fe'm}/>0.95 and (11 f - f~,m ]lzdp) ~<0.00000016. 
Since 
a~(P, Qe, m) = f~2 ]l fe"m(u) -- U ll2dP(u) = 2.4. 
We deduce 
2.39999984 ~< d2 ( p, Q) ~ 2.40000016. 
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